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Abstract

The aim of the project is to demonstrate a technique that supports the development of highly dependable applications in a distributed system environment. The technique involves task reallocation, load balancing, error detection and fault injection. The firewall application has been chosen for this demonstration, which will be simulated and the task reallocation algorithm is demonstrated by injecting fault into the system and then the fault is detected. If a computer node is giving erroneous results frequently, then it is considered to be permanently faulty, and the tasks associated with it are moved to other computer nodes. This is done in a way that will make sure there is a load balance among the different computer nodes. The load balancing will prevent communication bottlenecks.

The system is implemented by simulation in the framework of this project. The Java multithreading feature provided by Java has been used to simulate the various parts of the system like the packet generator, computer nodes, tasks, etc.

1 Introduction and motivation

Dependability is one of the key features of any distributed system. It guarantees that a task will be completed even if there are sub system crashes or faults in communication. In today’s world when internet is growing at a fast pace, more and more systems are becoming distributed. Reference [2] defined dependability as the property of a computer system such that reliance can justifiably be placed on the service it delivers.
But the design and maintenance of distributed systems is very difficult for various reasons. One of them is the delay caused due to communications coordination and synchronization. To this if we add fault tolerance, then there will be more difficulties in designing such a system. Firewall is one of the applications that can benefit from the use of a dependable distributed system. As we know firewalls could become performance bottlenecks, as all information to and from an internal network has to pass through it. Most firewalls have rulebases with thousands of rules. More about firewall rules can be found in [3] and [4]. And every packet has to be checked against these rules before being allowed to pass through it. By introducing the distributed dimension to a firewall we can run multiple copies of the firewall in parallel. We can also improve the dependability or reliability of a firewall by checking every packet more than once in parallel and then comparing the results to make a decision on allowing the packet through.

In this report I simulate a technique given in [1] to demonstrate how effective and dependable a firewall could become if it is distributed and redundancy is introduced into it.

The paper is organized in the following way. Section 1 gives the introduction and motivation for the project. Section 2 will give the system overview (the big picture) of the system and how it has been simulated. Section 3 explains in general what a firewall is and the improvements being proposed. Section 4 explains in detail what each part of the tool is designed to do and its need. Section 5 explains all the algorithms used in the tool. Section 6 will give a brief explanation of the metrics being collected from the simulation. Section 7 explains the Graphical User Interface (GUI) used for the tool. In section 8, I will give the conclusion and talk about the future work. Finally at the end are the references I cited in this paper.

2 System Overview

The figure 1 shows the overall picture of the tool that will simulate a distributed firewall system. This figure just gives an example scenario where there are four computer nodes and five tasks to run on those computers. There are two tasks that run on single mode, two in double redundant mode and one in triple redundant mode. There is a fault-injector that will
inject faults into the communication lines between the computer nodes and the tasks. The fault detection is done at the Tasks. The process starts when a packet generator creates a packet. It will be assigned to a task based on one of three algorithms: Random, Round-Robin and Queue-Length Based. The task forwards the packet to the computer node(s) and gets the result(s) of the processing that has been done. Depending on the redundancy, it will decide whether to accept the packet or not. If the packet is accepted, then it is placed in the message queue of the packet collector.

In the next few paragraphs I will explain the separate system components in detail. Let’s start with the packet collector. This module generates packets and decides whether it should be processed on a single, double or triple redundant task. In the current implementation, the decision is made in random for simplicity. The module can be easily modified to base the decision on user’s assignment of criticality of tasks. The packet is then assigned to a task based on one of the three algorithms mentioned above. Just before placing in the queue the packet is time stamped to measure the amount of time the packet spends in the queue and in processing before reaching the packet collector.

**Figure 1. System Overview**
The queues have been implemented based on the producer-consumer problem. When the tasks get packets from their respective queues, they send the packet and its copies, if any, to the computer node(s) associated with that task. The communication line between the task and the node is where the fault injector comes into the picture. Here faults are injected randomly or the user can specify the level of fault injection. The computer node parses the packet and gets the needed information and does the processing. It decides whether the packet should be accepted or not and sends the result back to the task.

The task depending on its redundancy takes different actions. If the task is executing in single mode, then that result returned by the computer node is taken as it is and that packet is accepted or rejected. If the task is running in double redundant mode, then if both the computers agree that packet is accepted or rejected according to their decision. In case they both disagree, the packet is rejected and the nodes are given a penalty of one each. This penalty is entered into a fault table. The fault table monitors the number of penalties that each node has received and when the penalty reaches a certain pre-determined level, the node is shut down (it is decided that there is a permanent communication fault with that node) and the tasks running on it are migrated to other nodes. If the task is running in the triple redundant mode, then the majority decision is accepted. In case one of the nodes disagrees with the other two, then that node gets a penalty of two.

The nodes accepted by the tasks are time stamped and sent to the queue of the packet collector. The packet collector measures all the statistics for the simulation. Now, to talk more about the task reallocation. When a node is shut down, the tasks are reallocated to other nodes based on an algorithm that is derived from the one explained in [1]. More about the algorithms used can be found in section 5.

To simulate the distributed system, I used the feature of multi-threading provided by the Java programming language. Reference [5] provides examples and code for using this feature of Java. The different parts of the system that are run in parallel using the threads are packet generator, load balancer, tasks, computer nodes, task reallocator and the packet collector.
A thread is very helpful in simulations as we do not have the distributed system to test our techniques. The distributed system has to be simulated using threads or by creating child processes. A thread by itself is not a program as it cannot run on its own. It runs as part of a program. And a program can run any number of threads. All the threads run in parallel and we can communicate from one thread to another just like in a distributed system. But, we also need to introduce random delays in communication to simulate the real world applications.

3 Firewalls

The application chosen for the simulation is the firewall. Detailed description of various types of firewalls and issues related to them can be found in [6]. Here I will give a brief description of a firewall and some issues related to it. As shown in figure 2, firewalls are basically designed to keep unauthorized traffic away from the intranet or private networks. Firewalls filter packets based on the source address, destination address and criteria defined in the firewall rules by the firewall administrator. The main purpose of a firewall is to protect computers and devices on the intranet side of the firewall from those on the internet side.

Not only that, but different sections of an organization could have firewalls between them to protect them from each other. There are two ways in which a firewall can be configured. In one method we can block traffic from some sites or packets that contain some keywords. This has a drawback that the system administrator has to make sure that the firewall rules are up to date. In the second type of configuration only traffic from specific sites or users is allowed to pass while the rest of the traffic is blocked. The advantage of this is that the firewall rules will be less and the time and computational power needed decreases. In this tool the firewall has been configured to run in the second method.

Reference [7] gives a more detailed description of the load balancing firewalls. We need load balancing firewalls to increase the throughput (performance) of the system and to avoid bottlenecks. If we have only one firewall (that is the firewall running on only a single node), then if there is a failure of that node, the whole connection between the internal private network and the external internet is lost till the system is up and running again. To avoid this
scenario, we can use more than one computer node to work as the firewall. There should be a load balancer on both sides of the firewall to balance the amount of packets coming into and going out of the intranet among the available nodes.

![Figure 2. Intranet separated from the internet using a firewall](image)

Even with all these features some times a computational or communication error might cause the firewall to let malicious traffic through while blocking legitimate traffic. The legitimate traffic when blocked will be retransmitted till it is accepted if TCP is used, but this causes a delay which could be fatal for some critical systems like transaction processing. To avoid these kinds of mishaps that could be very costly, we introduce redundancy into the checking of network traffic. The various services and systems inside the internal network can register with the firewall and tell it how much redundancy they want for the verification of packets destined for them. When a packet arrives, the source destination is checked and the packet will be sent to a task that will verify the packet the number of times the source wants it to and depending on the majority result sends the packet through or blocks it.
The Tool

In this section, I will explain in detail what has been implemented in this project and what each part of the simulator does and its need. The major parts of the simulator are:

1. Packets
2. Packet Generator
3. Load Balancer
4. Queues
5. Tasks
6. Computer Nodes
7. Packet Collector
8. Fault Injector
9. Fault Detection
10. Fault Table
11. Task Reallocation
12. Statistics

- Packets:
  The packets used in the simulation are structured and of variable length. They allow time stamping and can carry any type of messages.

- Packet Generator:
  The packet generator gets the input from the user on how many packets to generate. Depending on the user's choice of having tasks that are single, double or triple redundant tasks the packet generator will randomly choose which type the packet should be. The packets are then sent to a program that handles the load balancing. At the end of generating all packets, the packet generator sends an “End of Experiment” message to the load balancer.

- Load balancer:
The load balancing part of the tool looks at the user choice of algorithm and distributes the packets accordingly. It is very critical to the system that the load balancing algorithm chosen is fair and does not swamp one task with many packets and leave some tasks no packets at all. When the load balancer receives a packet, it parses it and finds the redundancy of the packet. And using the user specified algorithm sends the packet to the queue of one of the tasks of the same redundancy. Just before placing the packet in a queue it is time stamped for statistical purposes. When it receives the “End of Experiment” message, it sends the message to all the tasks.

• Queues:

All communication in the system is done using message queues. These queues have been based on the unbounded buffer producer-consumer problem, i.e., the consumer will block if the queue is empty, but there is no restriction on the producer as there is no upper bound on the buffer.

• Tasks:

Three different types of tasks are used. Ones that execute only one copy of the packet (here by execution I mean, it sends the packet to a computer node to verify whether that packet is valid or not), two copies of the packet or three copies of the packet. Depending upon the user input the number of each type of these tasks is determined. The task sends the packet to the computer node(s) and waits for the result(s) from the node(s). If it is executing only a single copy of the packet, and then if the node tells the packet is valid the task will accept the packet and let it through the firewall to the packet collector, otherwise, it rejects the packet. If it is executing two copies, then it will accept the packet only if both the nodes agree that it is a valid packet. For all other cases the packet is rejected. If the task is executing three copies, then depending on the majority of the results it either accepts or rejects the packet. For a packet to be accepted or rejected at least two nodes must
either accept it or reject it respectively. When it receives the “End of Experiment” message, that task will pass the message on to the packet collector.

- **Computer Nodes:**
  All the processing of packets is done right here. They decide if a packet needs to be accepted or rejected. A computer node reads a packet from the queue assigned to it and processes it. And sends the result back to the task that sent the packet. Here it should be noted that the computer node has no knowledge whether it is executing a duplicate copy or the original packet and it does not even need to know.

- **Packet Collector:**
  This part of the tool is used to collect all the packets that are allowed by the firewall to pass through it. When a packet reaches the collector, it is time stamped again for statistical purposes. When the packet collector receives the “End of Experiment” message, it increments a counter. When the counter equals the number of tasks running in the system, the collector stops reading from its queue as all tasks have ceased to execute.

- **Fault Injector:**
  To study the behavior of the system under stress, we can introduce fault into the communication lines. This tool enters a 5% error into the communication link between the task and the computer node. The percentage of fault injection can be changed for different simulations. The fault is entered when the tasks are writing the packet into the queues assigned for communication with the computer nodes.

- **Fault Detection:**
  Fault detection is done at the tasks. Fault detection can be done only if the tasks are running in double or triple redundant modes. A fault is
detected when two computers return different results for the same packet. If it is running in double redundant mode, the task does not know which computer is faulty. So, it just rejects the packet. In triple redundant mode, if two computers return the same result and one disagrees, then the task knows that the fault is with the communication link between it and that computer node.

• Fault Table:

A fault table is maintained in the system to keep track of faults that have been detected. This helps us in isolating the nodes whose communication links are faulty and which need to be shutdown. In the double redundant mode, if a fault is detected, both nodes are given a penalty of one. In triple redundant mode, if a fault is detected, the node that is disagreeing with the other two nodes is given a penalty of two. When a computer’s penalties cross ten in the fault table, then it is time to shut it down and reallocate the tasks assigned to it to the other computer nodes.

• Task Reallocation:

Whenever a computer node is shutdown, all the tasks assigned to it need to be reassigned to other computer nodes. This process has to be done in such a way that the two conditions mentioned in section 5 of this report are satisfied. For each task on the node that has been shutdown, we find the node that has the least number of tasks assigned to it and we assign this task to that node. If there is violation of condition I, i.e., if a node has more than one copy of the same node, then it is calculated to find a task on another node with which this task can be swapped and the condition be met. By choosing the node with the least number of tasks at each iteration we satisfy the condition II that states that the task allocation should be balanced. In some circumstances if there are not enough nodes to satisfy condition I, an error message is generated and the experiment is halted with the display of statistics generated so far.
• Statistics:

When the packet collector receives the "End of Experiment" message or if the task reallocation algorithm stops the experiment as mentioned above, the final statistics are calculated and displayed to the user. Right now five metrics are being calculated. They are number of packets collected by the packet collector, number of seconds the simulation took, number of packets per second that went through the firewall, total response time and the average response time. More on the statistics generated could be found in section 6 of this report. The time stamping done at the packet generator and at the packet collector helps in calculating most of these metrics.

The simulation tool has been completely implemented and is running. The tool is installed and runnable at the following website: http://www.public.asu.edu/~rmitta/FireWall.html

5 Algorithms

There are five algorithms used in this simulation. Three are for achieving load balance during packet distribution, one is used for initial task allocation and another for the dynamic task reallocation.

The three algorithms used for achieving load balance are Random, Round-Robin and Queue-Length based. Here is a brief description of each of these algorithms:

• Random:

Whenever a packet is generated, we randomly choose the task to which it will be allocated. It can only choose from tasks that are of the same redundancy as the packet is intended to be.

• Round-Robin:
In this allocation, the packets are allocated on a round-robin basis, i.e., all tasks will get equal number of packets.

- Queue-Length Based:
Packets are allocated to the task whose queue has the shortest length, i.e.; the task whose queue has the least number of packets waiting in it will be assigned the next packet.

The user has the choice of selecting which algorithm to use for the simulation. My experience with the tool has shown me that Queue-Length based algorithm is the best, as different packets need different processing times. And if we allocate packets in the other two ways, there might be a packet that needs more processing time and all the packets that are waiting after it in the queue will be delayed.

The initial task allocation algorithm is used to allocate the task in a balanced way. Before I explain about the algorithm let me introduce some terminology. We assume there are m tasks that have to be allocated on n nodes in the system. Each task has one, two or three redundant copies. The total number of tasks that have only one copy are represented by t1, that have two copies by t2 and that have three copies by t3. Now the total number of copies of all tasks in the system is \( K = t_1 + (t_2 \times 2) + (t_3 \times 3) \). To achieve a balanced task allocation the total number of tasks running on a node \( C \) must satisfy the following inequalities:

\[
P_{\text{min}} \leq |C| \leq P_{\text{max}}, \text{ where} \\
P_{\text{min}} = \lfloor K/n \rfloor \\
P_{\text{max}} = \lceil K/n \rceil \leq P_{\text{min}} + 1
\]

That is, the overall difference between the number of tasks running on any node cannot be more than one. Now let me explain the algorithm for initial allocation of tasks.

\textbf{For } j = 1 \text{ to } K \\
i = (j - 1) \text{ mod } n + 1 \\
\text{Allocate task copy } j \text{ to node } C_i
This algorithm will allocate copies of the same task to different nodes if \( n \geq P_{\text{max}} \). The complexity of the algorithm is \( O(K) \), where \( K \) is the total number of copies of all tasks in the system, including the redundant copies. The following example shows how the tasks are initially allocated. Let us suppose the user has entered the following data: 5 computer nodes, 2 tasks that run in single mode, 3 tasks that run in double redundant mode and 2 tasks that run triple redundant mode. Following the algorithm explained above the tasks are allocated in the following way:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Node 0</th>
<th>Node 1</th>
<th>Node 2</th>
<th>Node 3</th>
<th>Node 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

The notation followed here is that \( T[4:2] \) means the second copy of the fourth task.

The final algorithm is the dynamic task reallocation. If any one of the nodes is shut down due to some fault, then the copies of tasks assigned to it must be reassigned among other nodes. The task reallocation must satisfy the following two conditions:

- **Condition I:**
  The copies of the same task should be allocated to different nodes.

- **Condition II:**
  The task allocation should remain balanced, i.e., the difference between the number of tasks running on any two nodes should not be greater than one.

The algorithm used for dynamic task reallocation is based on the algorithm presented in [1] with some minor changes for accomplishing balanced task allocation among the nodes. The pseudo code for the algorithm is given below. For each copy of a task on the node \( C \) that has been shut down, find the node that has the least number of tasks running on it. This node should not be \( C \). Then allocate the task to that node. If there is a violation of condition I
mentioned above, then for each node find whether swapping this task with one of its tasks will remove the violation. If it does, then swap the tasks.

For each task $t_i$ on $C$

Find node $C_j$ with the least # of tasks such that $C_j \neq C$

Allocate $t_i$ to $C_j$

If there is a violation of condition I by this task $t_i$

Then

For $k = 1$ to $n$

For each task $t$ on $C_k$

If ($C_k \neq C_j$) and ($C_k \neq C$) Then

If Swap ($t_i, t$) will remove violation Then

Swap ($t_i, t$)

End If

End If

End For

End For

End If

End For

According to [1], the complexity of this algorithm is $O(K)$.

Now let me give an example, consider the initial task allocation in the previous example. Now let us suppose that node 2 has become error prone and needs to be shut down. The following tasks $T[2:1]$, $T[4:2]$ and $T[6:2]$ need to be reallocated in such a way that both the conditions are met. $T[2:1]$ is assigned to the computer node with the least number of tasks. In this example it is node 4. Next $T[4:2]$ should be assigned to the node with the least number of tasks. But, all the nodes have equal number of tasks (3 each). So, we select the first node, i.e., node 0. After that $T[6:2]$ is assigned to node 1. The tasks after reallocation look like

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Node 0</th>
<th>Node 1</th>
<th>Node 2</th>
<th>Node 3</th>
<th>Node 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
As we can see, this violates condition I. T[6:1] and T[6:2] are assigned to the same node. Now the algorithm tries to swap T[6:2] with tasks on other nodes so that condition I is satisfied. It check to see if swapping of T[0:1] on node 0 with T[6:2] on node 1 will remove the violation. Since it does, the swapping is done. In case it did not, then it would have checked with the next task on node 0 and soon with all tasks on all nodes till it finds a task with which task T[6:2] can be swapped. Now T[0:1] and T[6:2] are swapped. The resulting task reallocation satisfies both the conditions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Node 0</th>
<th>Node 1</th>
<th>Node 2</th>
<th>Node 3</th>
<th>Node 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

6 Statistics

The following metrics are being generated at the end of the simulation. More could be added if necessary.

1. # of packets collected
2. # of seconds the simulation took
3. # of packets per second
4. Total response time
5. Average response time

- # of packets collected:
  This metric measures the number of packets that went through the firewall, i.e., accepted by the firewall as valid packets.

- # of seconds the simulation took:
  This is the total number of seconds the simulation took. The starting time is noted when the first packet is generated and ending time is noted when the last “End of Experiment” message is received by the packet collector. The difference between the ending time and starting time gives the total time of the simulation in seconds.

- # of packets per second (Throughput):
  The total number of packets collected divided by the total number of seconds the simulation took gives the number of packets that
went through the firewall per second. This is the throughput of the system.

- **Total response time:**
  The difference between the two timestamps put on a packet gives the response time for that packet. The response time is defined as the time a packet spent in the queue and in the processing before being allowed through the firewall. The total response time is calculated by adding together the response times of each packet that arrived at the packet collector.

- **Average response time:**
  The average response time is defined as the time a packet spent on the average in the queue and in processing before being allowed through the firewall. This is calculated by dividing the total response time by the total number of packets collected.

### 7 Graphical User Interface

Showing the results being generated by the simulation in a GUI (Graphical User Interface) instead of plain text on the command prompt will help us to see all the data as it is changing instead of scrolling through the output text after the experiment has been concluded.

The graphical interface was developed under an Honor’s project, as a sub project of this one. He was assigned the task of creating a window that takes input, a window that shows the simulation as it is running and a window to show the final statistics. The screen shots of the three windows are shown in figures 3.1 to 3.3. Figure 3.1 is the input window, figure 3.2 is the simulation window and figure 3.3 is the final statistics window. The GUI was created using the JSwing API of Java. I will explain more about JSwing in the next paragraph.

![Figure 3.1](image1.png)
The JSwing feature of Java allows the development of a wide variety of graphical interfaces. In the input window, the user can enter the values for the simulation. Then we check if the input values are valid or not. If they are not, then a warning message will be shown and the user will be given another chance to enter the inputs. Once valid inputs are given, they are passed on to the simulator. The simulator then starts the simulation of the firewall. Now another window is opened that shows the nodes that are running, if they are active or inactive, the IP packet that node is executing at that moment and the tasks assigned to the nodes. Once the simulation is complete another window is opened and the statistics calculated for the simulation are shown. To display the windows we have used JPanel’s and JOptionPane’s are used for displaying warning messages.
8 Conclusion and future work

In this report I first briefly introduced dependable distributed systems and the technique used to make them dependable. And then I explained the overall system structure and the different algorithms that are used for achieving the high dependability. I had given some examples of initial task allocation and task reallocation. All the requirements given to me have been completed. But, still some future work needs to be done to improve the system. They are explained below.

More control and measurement parameters can be introduced in the tool, for example, the fault injection rate, task criticality, communication delay factor, throughput, individual task delay and reliability.

The tool will be simulated for different N, where N is the number of computer nodes. Test cases will be developed to run the tool for different combination of tasks. For example, one test case could say that the tool needs to be run using (2-3-1) combination of tasks. Here the first number corresponds to the number of tasks running in single mode. The next number corresponds to the number of tasks running in the duplicate mode and the final number corresponds to the total number of tasks running in the triple mode. Here are a few examples of test cases, (0-0-1), (10-3-0), etc. For each different value of N, we need to run all the test cases to find N, for which the system throughput is the most optimal.

The current version of the tool does not support reintegration. Reintegration of the tasks is done once a computer node that went down comes back online. During reintegration the tasks should be taken from nodes that are running the maximum number of tasks and allocate them to the new node. Care should be taken that both conditions I and II discussed in section 5 are satisfied after the reintegration.
Due to the time limit, I only implemented the tool that supports experiments on dependable distributed systems. More experiments can be conducted to measure and analyze, for example, the relationship between the throughput and

- the number of available nodes
- the number of tasks and redundant tasks
- the individual communication delays
- the fault injection rates

I am creating a web page for this tool. Right now only the executable file and this report are available at http://www.public.asu.edu/~rmitta/FireWall.html. In the future it will have the results of experiments done and users guide. I will also try to improve the GUI for the tool. In this version of the tool, it displays about four different windows. I will try and fit all that information into one window so that the user can see the whole simulation in one window.
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